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Features

TBLOTCBF1222

Adjustable HeightGas Assist Low Profile Base
The table adjusts in 
height from 28.5" to 
42.5".

The gas cylinder lift 
mechanism enables 
smooth and quiet 
height adjustment.

The low profile base 
allows for placement 
under recliners and 
side seating when 
patients are out of 
bed.

Model: OTCB1

Our Low Profile Gas Assist C-Base overbed table is 

very accommodating. This base provides an over table 

space for dining and activities. The design also takes 

into consideration everywhere it could possibly be used. 

The C-shape base fits easily around bed mechanisms 

which extend to the floor. The low profile also allows 

for placement under recliners and side seating when 

patients are out of bed. By moving it closer than raised 

overbed table bases, users can engage in activities 

more comfortably. This overbed table base is also  

height adjustable so users can rest their arms and reduce 

back stress.

Low Profile Gas Assist C–Base
overbed tables

Optional Vanity Drawer Optional Urinal HookOptional Storage Basket
A vanity drawer for 
storage of personal 
items is available and is 
optional. 

An optional urinal 
hook is available and 
is easily accessible 
on the integrated 
accessory rail.

An optional basket for 
storage is available and 
is easily attached to the 
integrated accessory 
rail.

Weight Capacity
The table holds 100 
pounds of evenly 
distributed weight.

Integrated Accessory 
Rail
An integrated rail to 
accommodate optional 
accessories is located 
on both sides of the 
column and is standard.

Different Top Shapes
Rectangular top is stan-
dard; other top shapes, 
including Kidney, Pea-
nut and Jelly Bean, are 
optional.

32W    18D    28.5H

Durable Finish
Kwalu's proprietary finish 
doesn't have any of the 
drawbacks of wood. The 
finish is moisture imper-
vious, easy to clean and 
maintenance-free.


